Gisido LARP Character Transfer Policy

Existing LARP characters may be transferred into Gisido’s system and lore by approval of the designated Logistics officers on a case-by-case basis. Players seeking to transfer existing characters from other LARP systems agree to the following terms and conditions to qualify:

1. A backstory must be submitted and approved by a member of the Gisido Plot team.
2. A copy of the existing character’s character sheet must be submitted to a designated Gisido Logistics officer, accompanying a request for transference.
   a. The character sheet submitted must display evidence of character progression.
3. Items, currencies, and effects do not transfer with the character.
   a. This includes but is not limited to total number of character deaths, special powers and abilities, transformations, coin, and plot-related effects.
   b. Points and other reward systems from other LARP systems do not transfer with the character.
4. Characters transferred into Gisido will initially be granted a total of 50 Skill Points and five Silver coins, regardless of level, experience, or wealth in other LARPs.
   a. Marks may be obtained and spent to improve these totals as per normal.